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AppDrag unveils another transformational breakthrough  

in full-stack serverless platform technology at Web Summit 
 

AppDrag, the full-stack serverless platform, has gained a serious reputation among web professionals for how 

its technology is transforming the efficiency of enterprise web application development. The company was the 

first to introduce serverless technology catering for both backend and UI requirements in a single, fully 

integrated development platform. 

 

Today, at Web Summit in Lisbon where AppDrag has been invited to present at a Showcase event, the company 

announces a transformational breakthrough in cloud webserver technology. Smashing through conventional 

limitations, AppDrag has achieved server response times at least 100 times faster than current norms. Dubbed 

µFTL, the new generation cloud webserver software will be commercially available through AppDrag’s full-stack 

serverless platform in Q1 2020. 

 

In a statement today the company’s founder and CTO, Joseph Benguira, said: 

 

“ This is an incredible breakthrough for the research team at AppDrag. The scale of improvement is more 

than we imagined possible and will really set AppDrag apart. AppDrag’s full-stack serverless cloud 

platform was already tuned to produce industry-leading speeds, but this development is truly 

revolutionary. 

 

 Responding to the huge interest we’ve seen from enterprise cloud computing leaders, our team is 

working towards production release of µFTL, through the AppDrag platform, in the first quarter of next 

year. We are very excited to remain at the forefront of serverless platform technology. ” 

 

We’ve already started, so visit AppDrag.com to see how we can build the future, together.   
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About AppDrag 

AppDrag, is a Dublin, Ireland, based leader in full-stack serverless platform technology. It enables professional 

developers to build enterprise-grade web applications 10X faster and 55% cheaper than traditionally. 

 

About µFTL 

µFTL is the webserver software developed by AppDrag. Pronounced “micro FTL”, it stands for micro Faster-Than-

Light, so-called because of the of less than 3 microsecond server response times it achieves, with super-low 

latency, in a 4 vCPU (virtual CPU) environment. For comparison purposes, µFTL delivers 500,000 requests-per-

second (RPS) which compares to speeds achieved by popular languages such as Ruby on Rails (80 RPS), PHP (250 

RPS), Node.js (5,000 RPS), .Net (15,000 RPS), Java (18,000RPS ), GO (25,000 RPS). 


